This article introduces a new DNA sequence compression algorithm which is based on looking-up table and LZ77 algorithm. Combined a looking-up-table based pre-coding routine and LZ77 compression routine,this algorithm can approach a compression degree of 2bits per base and even lower.The purpose of looking-up table is to code a sequence which consists of A,T,G,C,N into the one consists of 125 ASCII characters.After the pre-coding routine,we apply LZ77 algorithm onto the processed sequence.We hope more detailed work that remains can make our algorithm better.
I. INTRODUCTION
The theorem of information indicates us approaches to increase coding efficency,decreasing dependency between signals and making their appearing porbability equally. Many researches on DNA sequence compression are devised based on such ideas.Many of them used the property of repeat in DNA sequence. [1] Based on these ideas,we devised a DNA sequence compression algorithm which maps the character set from ATGC into 125 ASCII codes.Some experiments indicate that the average number of bits per source letter is 2bits/base and even better. [2] [3] [4] Our algorithm is just adding a pre-coding process before the LZ77 compression.But the performance is better than the one that only uses LZ77.
II. THE LOOKING-UP TABLE
The looking-up table describes a mapping relationship between short DNA sequence and the corresponding characters.Every three characters in DNA sequence will be mapped into a character chosen from the character set which is constructed by 125 ASCII codes. [5] The looking-up table can decrease the dependence between characters since the probability of two characters locating together in coded sequence depending on the permutation of six bases. The looking-up table is variable.You can choose other character set for coding.The one that we used is given in table I.Attention,that the content be written into target file,the compressed file, is not the numbers but their corresponding characters in ASCII code.
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Assume there are no other characters which is not one of A,T,G,C. This algorithm consists of two routines,the pre-coding by looking-up table and LZ77 routine. Our compression algorithm can be preformed in following steps:
Step 1: read three characters from sequence.
Step 2: code them according to their permutation by table I
Step 3: repeat step 1 and 2 until the number of left charaters is less than 3
Step 4: insert an identifier character into the output file to indicate that the one or two characters after it is not coded
Step 5: compress the output file by LZ77 algorithm [6] [7] The decompression transaction is just the inverse operation of the compression routine. In the appendix ,we introduce the C++ implementation of pre-coding algorithm,with assumption that the number of bases is a multiple of 3.
IV. EFFICIENCY OF THIS ALGORITHM
We haven't devised a solid proof to support that our algorithm is correct and efficient. In this article we only describe this algorithm but without proof. More mathematical proof will be given soon.
V. ADVANTAGE OF THIS ALGORITHM
It is obvious that the time elpased by this algorithm is smaller than those coding algorithms which need source statistics. Our algorithm saves much time of acquiring symbol probabilities.Additionally,we can infer that the time complexity of pre-coding routine is O(n).
VI. COMPRESSION EXPERIMENTS
We did some experiments on some DNA flags to test our algorithm by the C++ program in appendix.The base number,the file size of source DNA sequence and compressed one are all listed in table II where the unit of file size is bit rather than Byte.
But please attention that our C++ code dose not consider the last one or two bases in original sequence.The present error can be tolerated. And due to the error in transfering these sequences,some sequences have a few errors before we process them.The base number and values of some sequences are not the same as the original one.More accurate experiment will be done soon. 
VII. DISCUSSION
It is not difficult to infer from our algorithm that the compression ratio is almost 1/3, if we only apply the precoding process.When apply an algorithm,we have to consider the time elapsed and the effectiveness which is the compression ratio in this issue.The last step of our compression,the LZ77 compression,costs more time than the precoding algorithm whose time complexity can be infered as O(n). And many tests also indicate that the compression ratio of only using LZ77 is almost the same as the one of using pre-coding algorithm.The last step,applying LZ77 on to the pre-coded file,only improves a little of compression ratio. It just compresses the file size into almost 75% of the one which is only compressed by pre-coding routine.
Considering the time cost by LZ77,the benefit is not so large. If the time elapsed is very important,a wise choice is that the last step should be skipped. 
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